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Abstract: Constructive definition of safety of buildings currently the subject of numerous studies due to
significant practical interest to this problem [1-3]. Constructional safety parameters determined by the
correspondence exploited structures design values . This approach to design safety assessment based on the
method of limiting conditions , consistent with the regulations of structural design. Long service life of
buildings and structures , while the manifestation of power and environmental impacts leads to the appearance
and development of various injuries , the most important of which are corrosive damage. Structural system of
the building or structure is a complex structure with a hierarchical nature of the materials of construction to the
structural system : materials , structural elements , design , components and interface designs; structural
systems . In this case the process of corrosion and impact force are synergistic.
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INTRODUCTION compression in the concrete samples the effective

Constructive definition of safety of buildings order  and  tensile  increased  by  one  to  two  orders.
currently are devoted to numerous studies, due to Also  anticorrosive  resistance of concrete depends on
significant   practical   interests   catfish   to this problem the level of compressive stress. When compressive
[1-3]. Constructional safety compliance is determined stresses do not exceed the lower limit micro scratches
parameters  exploited     structures    design    values. concrete, porous concrete is markedly reduced, the
This approach to assessing the constructive security structure is compacted concrete, which reduces the rate of
based on the method of limiting conditions, consistent penetration into the material is chemically aggressive
with the regulations of structural design. reagents compared to unloaded concrete. At higher

Long service life of buildings and structures, while compressive  stresses  in the concrete structure begins
the manifestation of power and environmental impacts the process of formation, accumulation and development
leads to the appearance and development of various of micro, the concrete structure is loosened, the rate of
injuries, the most important of which are corrosive penetration of aggressive media in the concrete structure
damage. increases. Thus, in this case, the process of corrosion and

Structural system of the building or structure is a impact force are synergistic in nature.
complex structure, having extending hierarchical character In  concrete  structures   for the  thermal  expansion
of structural materials to the structural system: materials, of steel  and  concrete   are  almost  equal  in  magnitude.
structural elements, design, components and interface But corrosion processes of chemical and physico-
designs; structural systems. chemical nature is expanding concrete and steel

In assessing the structural safety of buildings should reinforcement does not detect the characteristic
take into account the original structures from corrosion deformations. But at  temperature influences on the
damage on the  background  of the presence of stress design of such fittings has unique strain opposite
state [4, 5]. Corrosion processes in concrete depends on deformations of concrete [6]. In this situation, concrete
the sign of  the  effective   stresses. Thus, upon structures receive specific damage and method for

diffusion coefficient of carbon dioxide is reduced by the
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determination of residual stresses in reinforced concrete, crossbar twice [8]. In the  second  case the redistribution
based on equality and continuity of efforts and of internal forces between constructs may be cases of
deformations of concrete reinforcement, needs to be individual structures in efforts exceeding the design  and
clarified. as a consequence the development of strain in these

Corrosion damage elements and structures lead to a constructions was illegal.
reduction of their resource  power of resistance. First of Regarding structural systems of buildings and
all, corrosion reduces cross-section elements, but in structures constructional safety system depends on the
addition to this straight consequences of damage caused ability to maintain the necessary degree of redundancy,
by aggressive influences  are often more complex providing the perception of the design loads with power
schemes. Corrosive changes in strength and deformability and corrosive damage to individual structures, nodes and
parameters uncracked concrete, corrosion of tensile links mates.
reinforcement rods on a violation of the clutch rods with The proposed hierarchical approach in evaluating
concrete lead to a breach of regulatory conditions that structural safety of building materials, structural elements,
limit the height of the compressed zone, which makes it structures, components and interfaces of structures,
possible to brittle fracture bent reinforced concrete structural system requires a systematic approach to the
structures with corrosion damage at the design load. creation of these processes for the physical, mathematical
Corrosion damage ITATION lead to the formation and and computational models [ 9]. The challenge remains to
development of cracks, reduce structural rigidity, to the develop a physical model of corrosion damage of
development of large deformations. In the theory of the reinforced concrete based on loading conditions, the
power of resistance of building structures with corrosion variability of the stress state, the need to convert physical
damage is done on the premise conditionally uniform models based on decision motivated hypotheses and
nature of corrosive environment Clearance and height preconditions development of computational models.
design section. In this formulation, power resistance Hence there is a need to develop methods and conducting
construction with corrosion damage is defined in section experimental studies of structures and structural systems
with the largest internal forces. However, from the for the study of the laws of the joint force and corrosion
experience  of  inspection of construction  of buildings effects and the  mechanisms of transformation of
and structures operating in corrosive environments, that structural systems due to their structural changes
zone structures with the highest corrosion damage not (changes in boundary conditions, changes in stiffness
coincide with areas of greatest internal action efforts. and other nodes).
These circumstances require the development of the Theory of constructive safety of buildings and
theory of the power of resistance of structures with the structures should with one voice describes the stress-
definition of hazardous sections in terms of corrosion strain state and evaluate reserves for the first and second
damage, focus and level of existing efforts. groups of limit states at all stages of the life cycle of

Structural  safety  of  buildings   and  structures buildings and structures on the accounting principles of
largely ensures  the  integrity of interfaces nodes and power, environmental and temporal factors, technological
links  statically  constructive unchangeable  system. influences, structural transformation and other factors.
When designing buildings and structures should Theory of constructive security is the basis for the
preferably  be  laid  constructive solutions that increase development of effective methods of renovation,
the degree of redundancy of  the system building. renovation of buildings and facilities, strengthening of
Another condition for constructive safety of buildings building structures, to develop the theory of survivability
and structures is the designing of compound structures of buildings and structures.
are not subject to brittle fracture [7]. Corrosion damage for Completed research conducted to date, mainly aimed
interface designs as  part  of  the structural system leads at assessing the constructive security maintained
to changes in boundary conditions, structures, to a buildings and structures and to strengthen individual
redistribution of forces between the elements of the structures, if the need arises. Moreover, the stress-strain
structural system. In the first case, for example, reinforced state of the structure is taken into account at a particular
concrete frame buildings with rigid corrosion damage for stage of operation. In modern building science is not
interface with columns bolt bolt design scheme varies knowledge of the mechanisms of self-regulation of
with rigidly clamped at both ends to the scheme hinged structural systems under the influence of changing
beams, resulting in a reduction of the power of resistance operating parameters, in the event of damage, as well as
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